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Abstract
Neural Machine Translation (NMT) has drawn
much attention due to its promising translation per-
formance recently. However, several studies indi-
cate that NMT often generates fluent but unfaithful
translations. In this paper, we propose a method
to alleviate this problem by using a phrase table
as recommendation memory. The main idea is to
add bonus to words worthy of recommendation, so
that NMT can make correct predictions. Specifi-
cally, we first derive a prefix tree to accommodate
all the candidate target phrases by searching the
phrase translation table according to the source sen-
tence. Then, we construct a recommendation word
set by matching between candidate target phrases
and previously translated target words by NMT. Af-
ter that, we determine the specific bonus value for
each recommendable word by using the attention
vector and phrase translation probability. Finally,
we integrate this bonus value into NMT to improve
the translation results. The extensive experiments
demonstrate that the proposed methods obtain re-
markable improvements over the strong attention-
based NMT.
1 Introduction
The past several years have witnessed a significant progress
in Neural Machine Translation (NMT). Most NMT methods
are based on the encoder-decoder architecture [Kalchbrenner
and Blunsom, 2013; Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al.,
2015] and can achieve promising translation performance in
a variety of language pairs [Gehring et al., 2017; Vaswani et
al., 2017; Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2016a].
However, recent studies [Arthur et al., 2016; ?] show that
NMT often generates words that make target sentences fluent,
but unfaithful to the source sentences. In contrast, traditional
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) methods tend to rarely
make this kind of mistakes. Fig. 1 shows an example that
NMT makes mistakes when translating the phrase “jinkou
dafu xiahua (the sharp decline in imports)” and the phrase
“maoyi shuncha (the trade surplus)”, but SMT can produce
Input:          jinkou  dafu  xiahua  shi  maoyi  shuncha 
                     zengzhang de zhuyao yuanyin 
Reference:  the sharp decline in imports was  the main  
                     reason for the increase  of the trade surplus
NMT:          import of imports is the main reason for the 
                     growth in trade
SMT:           the  sharp  decline  in  imports was mainly
                     due to the growth of the trade surplus
Figure 1: An example of mistakes made by NMT, while SMT can
produce a correct translation.
correct results when translating these two phrases. [Arthur et
al., 2016] argues that the reason behind this is the use of dis-
tributed representations of words in NMT makes systems of-
ten generate words that seem natural in the context, but do not
reflect the content of the source sentence. Traditional SMT
can avoid this problem as it produces the translations based
on phrase mappings.
Therefore, it will be beneficial to combine SMT and NMT
to alleviate the previously mentioned problem. Actually, re-
searchers have made some effective attempts to achieve this
goal. Earlier studies were based on the SMT framework, and
have been deeply discussed in [?]. Later, the researchers
transfers to NMT framework. Specifically, coverage mech-
anism [Tu et al., 2016; Mi et al., 2016a], SMT features
[Wang et al., 2016; He et al., 2016; Stahlberg et al., 2016;
?; ?] and translation lexicons [Arthur et al., 2016; Zhang and
Zong, 2016; Feng et al., 2017] have been fully explored. In
contrast, phrase translation table, as the core of SMT, has not
been fully studied. Recently, [Tang et al., 2016] and [Wang
et al., 2017] explore the possibility of translating phrases in
NMT. However, the “phrase” in their approaches are different
from that used in phrase-based SMT. In [Tang et al., 2016]’s
models, the phrase pair must be a one-to-one mapping with
a source phrase having a unique target phrase (named entity
translation pairs). In [Wang et al., 2017]’s models, the source
side of a phrase pair must be a chunk. Therefore, it is still a
big challenge to incorporate any phrase pair in the phrase ta-
ble into NMT system to alleviate the unfaithfulness problem.
In this paper, we propose an effective method to incorpo-
rate a phrase table as recommendation memory into the NMT
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system. To achieve this, we add bonuses to the words in rec-
ommendation set to help NMT make better predictions. Gen-
erally, our method contains three steps. 1) In order to find
out which words are worthy to recommend, we first derive a
candidate target phrase set by searching the phrase table ac-
cording to the input sentence. After that, we construct a rec-
ommendation word set at each decoding step by matching be-
tween candidate target phrases and previously translated tar-
get words by NMT. 2) We then determine the specific bonus
value for each recommendable word by using the attention
vector produced by NMT and phrase translation probability
extracted from phrase table. 3) Finally we integrate the word
bonus value into the NMT system to improve the final results.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
1) We propose a method to incorporate the phrase table
as recommendation memory into NMT system. We design a
novel approach to find from the phrase table the target words
worthy of recommendation, calculate their recommendation
scores and use them to promote NMT to make better predic-
tions.
2) Our empirical experiments on Chinese-English trans-
lation and English-Japanese translation tasks show the effi-
cacy of our methods. For Chinese-English translation, we
can obtain an average improvement of 2.23 BLEU points.
For English-Japanese translation, the improvement can reach
1.96 BLEU points. We further find that the phrase table is
much more beneficial than bilingual lexicons to NMT.
2 Neural Machine Translation
NMT contains two parts, encoder and decoder, where encoder
transforms the source sentence X = {x1, x2, ..., xTx} into
context vectors C = {h1, h2, ..., hTx}. This context set is
constructed bym stacked Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
[Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] layers. hkj can be calcu-
lated as follows:
hkj = LSTM(h
k
j−1, h
k−1
j ) (1)
The decoder generates one target word at a time by com-
puting the probability of p(yi|y<i, C) as follows:
p(yi|y<i, C) = p(yi|y<i, ci)
= softmax(score(Wyi , z˜i))
(2)
where score(Wyi , z˜i)) is the score produced by NMT:
score(Wyi , z˜i) =Wyi z˜i + bs (3)
and z˜i is the attention output:
z˜i = tanh(Wc[z
m
i ; ci]) (4)
the attention model calculates ci as the weighted sum of the
source-side context vectors:
ci =
Tx∑
j=1
aijh
m
i (5)
ai,j =
hmj z
m
i∑
j h
m
j z
m
i
(6)
zki is computed using the following formula:
zkj = LSTM(z
k
j−1, z
k−1
j ) (7)
3 Phrase Table as Recommendation Memory
for NMT
In section 2 we described how the standard NMT models cal-
culate the probability of the next target word (Eq. (2)). Our
goal in this paper is to improve the accuracy of this probabil-
ity estimation by incorporating information from phrase ta-
bles. Our main idea is to find the recommendable words and
increase their probabilities at each decoding time step. Thus,
three questions arise:
1) Which words are worthy to recommend at each decod-
ing step?
2) How to determine an appropriate bonus value for each
recommendable word?
3) How to integrate the bonus value into NMT?
In this section, we will describe the specific methods to
answer above three questions. As the basis of our work, we
first introduce two definitions used by our methods.
Definition 1 (prefix of phrase): the prefix of a phrase
is a word sequence which begins with the first word of the
phrase and ends with any word of the phrase. Note that the
prefix string can be empty. For a phrase E = (e1, e2, e3), this
phrase contains four prefixes: {∅, e1, e1e2, e1e2e3}.
Definition 2 (suffix of partial translation): the suffix of
the partial translation y<i is a word sequence, which be-
gins with any word belonging to y<i, and ends with yi−1.
Similarly, the suffix string can also be empty. For par-
tial translation y<4 = (y1, y2, y3), there are four suffixes
{∅, y3, y2y3, y1y2y3}.
3.1 Word Recommendation Set
Candidate Target Phrase Set
The first step is to derive a candidate target phrase set for
a source sentence. The recommendation words are selected
from this set.
Given a source sentence X and a phrase translation table
(as shown in upper right of Fig. 2), we can traverse the phrase
translation table and get all the phrase pairs whose source side
matches the input source sentence. Then, for each phrase pair,
we add the target phrases with the topN highest phrase trans-
lation probabilities into the candidate target phrase set.
In order to improve efficiency of the next step, we repre-
sent this candidate target phrase set in a form of prefix tree. If
the phrases contain the same prefix (Definition 1), the prefix
tree can merge them and represent them using the same non-
terminal nodes. The root of this prefix tree is an empty node.
Fig. 2 shows an example to illustrate how we get the can-
didate target phrase set for a source sentence. In this exam-
ple, In phrase table (upper right), we find four phrases whose
source side matches the source sentence (upper left). We add
the target phrases into candidate target phrase set (middle).
Finally, we use a prefix tree (bottom) to represent the candi-
date target phrases.
Word Recommendation Set
With above preparations, we can start to construct the word
recommendation set. In our method, we need to construct a
word recommendation set Ri at each decoding step i. The
basic idea is that if a prefix pfk (Definition 1) of a phrase in
Phrase Table
“ta dingju zai”:                 
     “he settled in” [0.6] 
     “he settled down”[0.4]
“mierwoji de jiaoqu”:
     “suburb of Milwaukee”[0.7]
     “outskirts of Milwaukee”[0.3]
Source Sentence
“he settled in” ,“he settled down”
“suburb of Milwaukee”,“outskirts of Milwaukee”
Candidate Target 
Phrase Set
Prefix Treeroot
settled of
Milwaukee
he settled in the US, and lived in the 
suburb of Milwaukee .
ta dingju zai meiguo, bing shenghuo 
zai mierwoji de jiaoqu
reference
in down
outskirts
of
suburb
Milwaukee
he
Figure 2: The procedure of constructing the target side prefix tree
from candidate target phrase set for a source sentence.
candidate target phrase set matches a suffix sfj (Definition
2) of the partial translation y<i, the next word of pfk in the
phrase may be the next target word yi to be predicted and thus
is worthy to recommend.
Here, we take Fig. 2 as an example to illustrate our idea.
We assume that the partial translation is “he settled in the US,
and lived in the suburb of ”. According to our definition, this
partial translation contains a suffix “suburb of ”. Meanwhile,
in candidate target phrase set, there is a phrase (“suburb of
Milwaukee”) whose two-word prefix is “suburb of” as well.
We can notice that the next word of the prefix (”Milwaukee”)
is exactly the one that should be predicted by the decoder.
Thus, we recommend “Milwaukee” by adding a bonus to it
with the hope that when this low-frequency word is mistrans-
lated by NMT, our recommendation can fix this mistake.
Under this assumption, the procedure of constructing the
word recommendation set Ri is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
We first get all suffixes of y<i (line 2) and all prefixes of target
phrases belonging to candidate target phrase set (line 3). If a
prefix of the candidate phrase matches a suffix of y<i, we add
the next word of the prefix in the phrase into recommendation
set Ri (line 4-7).
In the definition of the prefix and suffix, we also allow them
to be an empty string. By doing so, we can add the first word
of each phrase into the word recommendation set, since the
suffix of y<i and the prefix of any target phrase always con-
tain a match part ∅. The reason we add the first word of the
phrase into recommendation set is that we hope our methods
can still recommend some possible words when NMT has fin-
ished the translation of one phrase and begins to translate an-
other new one, or predicts the first target word of the whole
sentence.
Now we already know which word is worthy to recom-
mend. In order to facilitate the calculation of the bonus value
(section 3.2), we also need to maintain the origin of each rec-
Algorithm 1 Construct recommendation word set
Input: candidate target phrase set; already generated partial
translation y<i
Output: word recommendation set Ri
1: Ri = {}
2: Get all suffixes of y<i (denote each suffix by sfj)
3: Get all prefixes of each target phrase in candidate target
phrase set (denote every prefix by pfk )
4: for each suffix sfj and each prefix pfk do
5: if sfj == pfk then
6: Add the next word of pfk into Ri
7: return Ri
ommendation word. Here, the origin of a recommendation
word contains two parts: 1) the phrase pair this word belongs
to and 2) the phrase translation probability between the source
and target phrases. Formally, for a recommendation word t,
we can denote it by:
t ∈ {(Et, Ft)m, pmpht(Et, Ft)}Mm=1 (8)
where (Et, Ft)m denotes them-th phrase pair the recommen-
dation word t belongs to (some words may belong to different
phrase pairs and M denotes the number of phrase pairs). Et
is the source phrase and Ft is the target phrase. pmpht(Et, Ft)
is the phrase translation probability between the source and
target phrases1. Take Fig. 2 as an example. When the par-
tial translation is “he”, word “settled” can be recommended
according to algorithm 1. Word “settled” is contained in two
phrase pairs and the translation probabilities are respectively
0.6 and 0.4. Thus, we can denote the word ”settled” as fol-
lows:
settled ∈
{
(ta dingju zai, he settled in), 0.6
(ta dingju zai, he settled down), 0.4
}
(9)
3.2 Bonus Value Calculation
The next task is to calculate the bonus value for each recom-
mendation word. For a recommendation word t denoted by
Eq. (8), its bonus value is calculated as follows:
Step1: Extracting each phrase translation probability
pmpht(Et, Ft).
Step2: For each phrase pair (Et, Ft)m, we convert the at-
tention weight ai,j in NMT (Eq. (6)) between target word yi
and source word xj to phrase alignment probability am(i,Et)
between target word yi and source phrase Et as follows:
am(i,Et) =
∑
xj∈Et ai,j
|Et| (10)
where |Et| is the number of words in phrase Et. As shown
in Eq. (10), our conversion method is making an average of
word alignment probability ai,j whose source word xj be-
longs to source phrase Et.
1Here the phrase translation probability is the mean of four prob-
abilities, i.e., the bidirectional phrase translation probabilities and
bidirectional lexical terms.
Step3: Calculating the bonus value for each recommenda-
tion word as follows:
V (Ri) =
M∑
m=1
am(i,Et)p
m
pht(Et, Ft) if t ∈ Ri (11)
From Eq. (11), the bonus value is determined by two fac-
tors, i.e., 1) alignment information a(i,Et) and 2) translation
probability ppht(Et, Ft). The process of involving a(i,Et) is
important because the bonus value will be influenced by dif-
ferent source phrases that systems focus on. And we take
ppht(Et, Ft) into consideration with a hope that the larger
ppht(Et, Ft) is, the larger its bonus value is.
3.3 Integrating Bonus Values into NMT
The last step is to combine the bonus value with the con-
ditional probability of the baseline NMT model (Eq.(2)).
Specifically, we add the bonuses to the words on the basis
of original NMT score (Eq. (3)) as follows:
p(yi|ci, y<i) = p(yi|ci, y<i, Ri)
= softmax((1 + λV (Ri))score(Wy, z˜i))
(12)
where V (Ri) is calculated by Eq. (11). λ is the bonus
weight, and specifically, it is the result of sigmoid function
(λ = sigmoid(x)), where x is a learnable parameter, and this
sigmoid function ensures that the final weight falls between 0
and 12.
4 Experimental Settings
In this section, we describe the experiments to evaluate our
proposed methods.
4.1 Dataset
We test the proposed methods on Chinese-to-English (CH-
EN) translation and English-to-Japanese (EN-JA) translation.
In CH-EN translation, we test the proposed methods with two
data sets: 1) small data set, which includes 0.63M3 sentence
pairs; 2) large-scale data set, which contains about 2.1M sen-
tence pairs. NIST 2003 (MT03) dataset is used for validation.
NIST2004-2006 (MT04-06) and NIST 2008 (MT08) datasets
are used for testing. In EN-JA translation, we use KFTT
dataset4, which includes 0.44M sentence pairs for training,
1166 sentence pairs for validation and 1160 sentence pairs
for testing.
4.2 Training and Evaluation Details
We use the Zoph RNN toolkit5 to implement all our described
methods. In all experiments, the encoder and decoder include
2In our preliminary experiments, we also try another strategy
which adds the bonus to the NMT results as a bias, while the perfor-
mance of this strategy is lower than the current introduced method
(Eq. 12).
3LDC2000T50, LDC2002L27, LDC2002T01, LDC2002E18,
LDC2003E07, LDC2003E14, LDC2003T17, LDC2004T07.
4http://www.phontron.com/kftt/.
5https://github.com/isi-nlp/ZophRNN. We extend
this toolkit with global attention.
two stacked LSTM layers. The word embedding dimension
and the size of hidden layers are both set to 1,000. The mini-
batch size is set to 128. We limit the vocabulary to 30K
most frequent words for both the source and target languages.
Other words are replaced by a special symbol “UNK”. At
test time, we employ beam search and beam size is set to
12. We use case-insensitive 4-gram BLEU score as the au-
tomatic metric [Papineni et al., 2002] for translation quality
evaluation.
4.3 Phrase Translation Table
Our phrase translation table is learned directly from parallel
data by Moses [Koehn et al., 2007]. To ensure the quality
of the phrase pair, in all experiments, the phrase translation
table is filtered as follows: 1) out-of-vocabulary words in the
phrase table are replaced by UNK; 2) we remove the phrase
pairs whose words are all punctuations and UNK; 3) for a
source phrase, we retain at most 10 target phrases having the
highest phrase translation probabilities.
4.4 Translation Methods
We compare our method with other relevant methods as fol-
lows:
1) Moses: It is a widely used phrasal SMT system [Koehn
et al., 2007].
2) Baseline: It is the baseline attention-based NMT system
[Luong et al., 2015; Zoph and Knight, 2016].
3) Arthur: It is the state-of-the-art method which incor-
porates discrete translation lexicons into NMT model [Arthur
et al., 2016]. We choose automatically learned lexicons and
bias method. We implement the method on the base of the
baseline attention-based NMT system. Hyper parameter ε is
0.001, the same as that reported in their work.
5 Translation Results
Table 1 reports the detailed translation results for different
methods. Comparing the first two rows in Table 1, it is very
obvious that the attention-based NMT system Baseline sub-
stantially outperforms the phrase-based SMT system Moses
on both CH-EN translation and EN-JA translation. The aver-
age improvement for CH-EN and EN-JA translation is up to
3.99 BLEU points (32.71 vs. 28.72) and 3.59 BLEU (25.99
vs. 22.40) points, respectively.
5.1 Effect of Integrating Phrase Translation Table
The first question we are interested in is whether or not phrase
translation table can improve the translation quality of NMT.
Compared to the baseline, our method markedly improves
the translation quality on both CH-EN translation and EN-JA
translation. In CH-EN translation, the average improvement
is up to 2.23 BLEU points (34.94 vs. 32.71). In EN-JA trans-
lation, the improvement can reach 1.96 BLEU points (27.95
vs. 25.99). It indicates that incorporating a phrase table into
NMT can substantially improve NMT’s translation quality.
In Fig. 3, we show an illustrative example of CH-EN trans-
lation. In this example, our method is able to obtain a correct
translation while the baseline is not. Specifically, baseline
# Method CH-EN EN-JAMT03(dev) MT04 MT05 MT06 MT08 Ave dev test
1 Moses 28.35 30.02 29.10 32.92 23.20 28.72 20.06 22.40
2 Baseline 34.20 36.96 32.60 33.85 25.96 32.71 23.61 25.99
3 Arthur 34.98† 37.96† 33.36† 34.79† 26.53∗ 33.52 24.33∗ 26.72†
4 Our method 36.48† 38.79† 35.34† 36.58† 27.49† 34.94 25.63† 27.95†
5 system(no matching) 34.99† 37.54∗ 33.32† 34.22∗ 26.39∗ 33.29 24.11∗ 26.47∗
6 system(no first) 35.25† 38.07† 34.13† 34.95† 26.67† 33.81 24.37† 26.93†
Table 1: Translation results (BLEU score) for different translation methods. “∗” indicates that it is statistically significant better (p < 0.05)
than Baseline and “†” indicates p < 0.01.
Input:             jinkou  dafu  xiahua  shi  maoyi   shuncha 
                        zengzhang de zhuyao yuanyin. 
Reference:     the sharp decline in imports was  the main  
                        reason for the increase  of the trade surplus.
Baseline:        import of imports is the main reason for the 
                        growth in trade.
Our method:  the  sharp  decline  in  imports is the main 
                        reason for the growth in trade surplus.
Figure 3: Translation examples, where the proposed method is able
to obtain a correct translation while the baseline NMT is not.
NMT system mistranslates “jinkou dafu xiahua (the sharp de-
cline in imports)” into “import of imports”, and incorrectly
translates “maoyi shuncha (trade surplus)” into “trade”. But
these two mistakes are fixed by our method, because there
are two phrase translation pairs (“jinkou dafu xiahua” to “the
sharp decline in imports” and “maoyi shuncha” to “trade sur-
plus”) in the phrase table, and the correct translations are ob-
tained due to our recommendation method.
5.2 Lexicon vs. Phrase
A natural question arises that whether it is more beneficial
to incorporate a phrase translation table than the translation
lexicons. From Table 1, we can conclude that both transla-
tion lexicons and phrase translation table can improve NMT
system’s translation quality. In CH-EN translation, Arthur
improves the baseline NMT system with 0.81 BLEU points,
while our method improves the baseline NMT system with
2.23 BLEU points. In EN-JA translation, Arthur improves
the baseline NMT system with 0.73 BLEU points, while our
method improves the baseline NMT system with 1.96 BLEU
points. Therefore, it is very obvious that phrase information
is more effective than lexicon information when we use them
to improve the NMT system.
Method Faithfulness
Baseline 3.21
Arthur 3.25
Our method 3.33
Table 2: Subjective evaluation of translation faithfulness.
Fig. 4 shows an illustrative example. In this example, base-
line NMT mistranslates “dianli (electricity) anquan (safe)”
Input:               zhongguo  dianli anquan shengchan yijiu 
                          mianlin yanjun diaozhan 
Reference:       china 's safe production of electricity still 
                          faces serious challenges
Baseline:          china   faces   severe   challenges  in  coal                 
                          production
Arthur:            china faces severe challenges in electrical 
                          production
Our method:   china faces severe challenges in electrical 
                          power safety production
Figure 4: Translation examples, where both two methods can im-
prove the baseline system, but our proposed model produces a better
translation result.
into “coal”. Arthur partially fixes this error and it can cor-
rectly translate “dianli (electrical)” into “electrical”, but the
source word “anquan (safe)” is still missed. Fortunately, this
mistake is fixed by our proposed method. The reason behind
this is that Arthur uses information from translation lexicons,
which makes the system only fix the translation mistake of an
individual lexicon (in this example, it is “dianli (electrical)”),
while our method uses the information from phrases, which
makes the system can not only obtain the correct translation
of the individual lexicon but also capture local lexicon re-
ordering and fixed collocation etc.
Besides the BLEU score, we also conduct a subjective eval-
uation to validate the benefit of incorporating a phrase table
in NMT. The subjective evaluation is conducted on CH-EN
translation. As our method tries to solve the problem that
NMT system cannot reflect the true meaning of the source
sentence, the criterion of the subjective evaluation is the faith-
fulness of translation results. Specifically, five human evalua-
tors, who are native Chinese and expert in English, are asked
to evaluate the translations of 500 source sentences randomly
sampled from the test sets without knowing which system a
translation is selected from. The score ranges from 0 to 5.
For a translation result, the higher its score is, the more faith-
ful it is. Table 2 shows the average results of five subjective
evaluations on CH-EN translation. As shown in Table 2，the
faithfulness of translation results produced by our method is
better than Arthur and baseline NMT system.
Method MT03 MT04 MT05 MT06 MT08 Ave
Baseline 39.07 40.49 37.26 38.04 28.83 36.74
Arthur 39.92† 41.41† 38.18† 38.67† 29.32† 37.50
Our method 40.87† 42.41† 39.29† 39.83† 30.47† 38.57
Table 3: Translation results (BLEU score) for different translation methods on large-scale data. “†” indicates that it is statistically significant
better (p < 0.01) than Baseline.
5.3 Different Methods to Construct
Recommendation Set
When constructing the word recommendation set, our cur-
rent methods are adding the next word of the match part into
recommendation set. In order to test the validity of this strat-
egy, we compare the current strategy with another system, in
which, we can add all words in candidate target phrase set
into recommendation set without matching. We denote this
system by system(no matching), whose results are reported
in line 5 in Table 1. From the results, we can conclude that
in both CH-EN translation and EN-JA translation, system(no
matching) can boost the baseline system, while the improve-
ments are much smaller than our methods. It indicates that the
matching between the phrase and partial translation is quite
necessary for our methods.
As we discussed in Section 3.1, we allow the prefix and
suffix to be an empty string to make first word of each phrase
into the word recommendation set. To show effectiveness of
this setting, we also implement another system as a compari-
son. In the system, the first words of each phrase are not in-
cluded in the recommendation set (we denote the system by
system(no first)). The results of this system are reported in
line 6 in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, our methods performs
better than system(no first)) on both CH-EN translation and
EN-JA translation. This result shows that the first word of the
target phrase is also important for our method and is worthy
to recommend.
5.4 Translation Results on Large Data
We also conduct another experiment to find out whether or
not our methods are still effective when much more sentence
pairs are available. Therefore, the CH-EN experiments on
millions of sentence pairs are conducted and Table 3 reports
the results. We can conclude from Table 3 that our model can
also improve the NMT translation quality on all of the test
sets and the average improvement is up to 1.83 BLEU points.
6 Related Work
In this work, we focus on integrating the phrase translation
table of SMT into NMT. And there have been several effective
works to combine SMT and NMT.
Using coverage mechanism. [Tu et al., 2016] and
[Mi et al., 2016a] improved the over-translation and under-
translation problems in NMT inspired by the coverage mech-
anism in SMT.
Extending beam search. [Dahlmann et al., 2017] ex-
tended the beam search method with SMT hypotheses.
[Stahlberg et al., 2016] improved the beam search by using
the SMT lattices.
Combining SMT features and results. [He et al., 2016]
presented a log-linear model to integrate SMT features (trans-
lation model and the language model) into NMT. [Liu et al.,
2016] and [Mi et al., 2016b] proposed a supervised attention
model for NMT to minimize the alignment disagreement be-
tween NMT and SMT. [Wang et al., 2016] proposed a method
that incorporates the translations of SMT into NMT with an
auxiliary classifier and a gating function. [Zhou et al., 2017]
proposed a neural combination model to fuse the NMT trans-
lation results and SMT translation results.
Incorporating translation lexicons. [Arthur et al., 2016;
Feng et al., 2017] attempted to integrate NMT with the prob-
abilistic translation lexicons. [Zhang and Zong, 2016] moved
forward further by incorporating a bilingual dictionaries in
NMT.
In above works, integrating the phrase translation table of
SMT into NMT has not been fully studied.
Translating phrase in NMT. The most related works are
[Tang et al., 2016] and [Wang et al., 2017]. Both methods
attempted to explore the possibility of translating phrases as
a whole in NMT. In their models, NMT can generate a target
phrase in phrase memory or a word in vocabulary by using
a gate. However, their “phrases” are different from that are
used in phrase-based SMT. [Tang et al., 2016]’s models only
support a unique translation for a source phrase. In [Wang et
al., 2017]’s models, the source side of a phrase pair must be a
chunk. Different from above two methods, our model can use
any phrase pair in the phrase translation table and promising
results can be achieved.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a method to incorporate
a phrase translation table as recommendation memory into
NMT systems to alleviate the problem that the NMT system
is opt to generate fluent but unfaithful translations.
Given a source sentence and a phrase translation table, we
first construct a word recommendation set at each decoding
step by using a matching method. Then we calculate a bonus
value for each recommendable word. Finally we integrate the
bonus value into NMT. The extensive experiments show that
our method achieved substantial increases in both Chinese-
English and English-Japanese translation tasks.
In the future, we plan to design more effective methods to
calculate accurate bonus values.
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